
Architecture and Globality 

The 8oth year of the Bauhaus must be an appropri
ate occasion for celebration as weil as for critical 
self-examination. Perhaps, it is also the moment for 

the institution to formulate dynamic new directions 

to meet the challenge of the new millennium. For an 

outsider from Asia, the Bauhaus must have been, 

during those glorious interwar years, an incredible 
educational institution for the immensely productive 

and creative energy of the avant-garde art communi

ty of Europe. lt challenged the traditional aesthetic 
of the establishment. lt explored radically different 
new frontiers, including the Brave New World of 

Modern Architecture. lt generated an architecture 

which was technically inspired, aggressive, Euro-cen

tric and confident. The urbanism of its pioneers, par
ticularly Le Corbusier, with its futuristic images and 

rational analysis, continued to inspire generations of 
architects and urbanists, notwithstanding the 

humanistic concerns of critics like Mumford and Jater 

more frequently by Jacobs and others. However, it is 
interesting to note that Le Corbusier himself had 
consciously deviated from his own design principles 

during his later years, particularly in the Capital 
Complex at Chandigarh.1 

These Modemist ideas about cities have also 

been implemented in many developing economies. 
The best examples are Chandigarh, Brasilia2 and Sin

gapore. With the imposition of usage separation, 
motorways criss-crossing downtown and planning 
orderliness, the usual chaos and fuzziness as weil as 

the unexpected and surprises are lost. This has sub

sequently increased the serious spatial income segre
gation in the poor countries arising from the elimina
tion or non-provision of fringe spaces for the poor 

and marginalized in the downtown areas. This has 
resulted in extensive squatter settlements located at 

the urban outskirt, often out-of-sight and unprovid
ed for even in basic services. 

The early years of globalization after World War II 
by us companies had soon resulted in the standard 
styling of modernism by corporate architectural prac
tices to serve their new masters. This was in line with 

the prevalent Modernist doctrine which considered 
that the mass produced uniform object was the most 
efficient and socially beneficial method of production. 

In the late sixties, the Post-Modernists in archi

tecture consciously introduced historicism, Jocalism 
and pluralism - challenges to the de-humanizing and 
soulless International Style. In my opinion, its mani
festation was based on or closely related to three 
factors: 
· the existentialism of Sartre and Camus - widely 
popular during the fifties with the intellectuals in the 

American east-coast academic community, 
· the American cultural values and lifestyle revolu
tion from Blacks, women and gays in the sixties, and 
· the philosophers of Post-Modernity from Derrida 

to Foucault. 

However, the present us style globalization is 
totally ruthless in the pursuit of generating wealth . 
The buzzwords are take-overs, mergers and down
sizing. lt is clearly elitist and anti-welfare. Jncreasing 
income disparity within and among countries is an 
unavoidable result of its successful application. The 
inherent characteristic of impermanence extends 

beyond family relationships and job insecurity to cul 
ture, values and Jifestyles. Even urban landscape 

becomes inherently impermanent, as continuous re
development is the driving force of this late capital 
ism. History and visual memories have no meaning, 
as those can always be re-invented by reconstruction 
and theme-parkism. American architectural theorist 
Michael Sorkin quoted an advertisement leaflet for 

an American theme park which said: " lf you want to 
see Europe, take a vacation to Virginia .. . its all the 
tun of old Europe ... but a Jot closer. "3 

In the meantime, the pace of globalization in 
creases with the rapid development and application 
of information technology. To survive in this age of 
forced universality, the stylization of the various JSMS 

of architecture appear inevitable. Corporate towers 
are introduced as symbols of wealth and power. 

Density of development increases and streets are 
widened correspondingly. In many urban centres of 
Asian emerging economies, mega-towers are now 
being built. They are uneconomical and do not con
tribute to the vitality and dynamism of urbanity. In 
fact, they are anti-urban and destructive to vibrant 

urban life. 
Notwithstanding the heroic efforts by many indi

vidual architects to keep alive the rebellious and ra
dical spirit of the avant-garde of post-modernity and 
deconstructivism, these have not been spared by the 
global forces of universality and commodification. lt 
is therefore not surprising that Frampton recently 
described the present state of Western architecture 
as one which "largely oscillates between high-tech 

instrumentality and the spectacular. "4 

There are now many theories of resistance; in 

particular, 1 refer to the impressive Manuel Castell's 
trilogy on The Information Age. He argued convinc
ingly on the necessity to provide viable alternatives 
in the effective use of the information technology.s 
David Harvey elevated the discourse on environmen
tal justice to an a priori criterion in assessing the 
effectiveness of urban actions.6 Fredric Jameson 
identified the adverse impact of commodification in 
the present mode of globality.7 Even George Soros8 

and Paul Krugman9 have recommended the need for 
constraints in the excessive free flow of funds. 
Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad re
peatedly questioned the negative roles of Western 
financial institutions.10 A recent book, False Down, 
by an English academic critically examined the im
pact of the present globalization in different coun
tries.11 The reduction of welfare in Europe and the 
increasing job insecurity in Japan are presently major 
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sources of resistance. The impact on unemployment 
by rapidly de-nationalizing state industries, and the 
incredible magnitude of internal migration to the 
major cities are at present serious concerns of China. 
The forces of resistance have recently begun to sur
face in many countries of the East Asian region, as 
the worst of the economic crisis appears to be over. 

lt is in this context that we must accept the 
inevitability of rapid globalization. However, its char
acteristics may yet become more responsive to peo
ple' s needs and social justice. lt is possible to identify 
important areas of active interactions between archi

tecture, urbanism and globality. They are 
memories and urban spaces, 
urbanism and environmental justice and 
architecture and Asian emerging economies. 

Memories and Urban Places12 

Cities have enormously complex communal histories 
and memories. They are the sites of many conflicting 
forces of money, power and energy stretching across 
the various social, political and economic spheres. 
Each city is unique and evokes different feelings in 
its residents and visitors. Each city is attractive to in
dividuals in different moods and at different times of 
their lives. Fuzziness, surprises and the unexpected 
are essential ingredients in generating a memorable 

identity. 
When time is equated with money, and you have 

so little time, memories are often seen as superflu
ous, nostalgic and irrelevant. Certainly, memories by 
their nature are abstract and life is full of absurdity, 
tension and contradiction . Some die along with the 
people who remembered them. Sometimes, memo
ries change unconsciously over time as people re
member differently, for political or cultural reasons. 
The different layering of memories reflects different 
interests, people and time periods. These differences 
surface as a series of power struggles that 
determine, in the end, whose histories, memories 
and heritage are preserved. 

The politics of memory, involving active forget
ting and deliberate inventing, create genuine prob
lems for historians and the society in general. Offi
cial history tends to reflect what the rich and power
ful have chosen to remember. In developing 
economies, memories of the poor and marginalized 
can often be seen as counter-productive to the quest 
of attaining a Western-based modernity. While ver
sions of history other than the official version are 
outdated, subsumed or repressed, they are not 
always erased from the collective memory. Further
more, in a contemporary democratic society, plural
ism and tolerance will ensure the survival of alterna
tives. 

An accomplice ot the simplification and distor
tion of collective memories is commodification. The 
main reason behind this commodification of place 

and culture is clearly the force of globalization. In 
the process, differences are levelled to a common 
denominator so as to operate competitively in this 
global market.13 Theme parks and Disneyland-like 
projects are created essentially for commercial pur
poses. Theme park industry sells seductive images 
and concocted experiences. The uniqueness of any 
locality is negated, because it can always be replicat
ed anytime, anywhere. The greatest worry is not that 
the caricatures appear real, but that the caricatures 
totally replace the real. However, memories of the 

people cannot be quantified and assigned an 
exchange value. As such, the loss of place and the 
proliferation of theme parks in our urban landscape 

must be contested. 

Urbanism and Environmental Justice 

Policy-makers and many intellectuals in their dis
course on globalization and human rights often con
veniently omit issues relating to environmental and 
social justice as well as basic needs of food, health 
and education in the less developed economies. 
David Harvey argues " ... that social justice is impos
sible without environmental justice (and vice versa). " 14 

He also quotes the statement that "Environmental 
philosophy and decision making has often failed to 
address the justice question of who gets help and 

who does not; who can afford help and who can
not. "15 

Globality and information technology have gen
erated unprecedented pace of change and serious 
disruption of the prevailing social contracts every
where. Urban societies in .developed countries are 
experiencing increasingly stressful conditions such as 
crime, drugs and homelessness. In Asian emerging 
economies, population explosion has further created 
unacceptable burden on existing urban infrastruc
ture. Rapid economic development has resulted in 
massive new construction and rapid destruction of 
existing structures as well as traffic chaos and exces
sive pollution. Furthermore, in-migration from rural 
hinterland to urban centres has created a huge 
underclass of marginalized people. This pheno
menon is now one of the most serious problems 
confronting China today. With faster economic 
development, similar conditions will soon occur in 
lndia and other densely populated poor countries. 
With changing values, lifestyles and expectations as 
well as the implications of home-based and self
employment, the present standard quantitative crite
ria to measure the relative success ot urbanity is no 
longer enough. To identify the quality of life and 
happiness of the citizenry, a more socially-oriented 
and value-loaded method should be considered. 
Environmental justice is one such viable option. 

Using the criterion of environmental justice, we 
need to re-assess existing Master Plans, zoning and 
planning regulations and the provisions for housing, 
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transportation and other public amenities. For exam
ple, in major urban centres, can we justify the alloca
tion of land for golf courses instead of public parks 
and recreational facilities, or to increase the width of 
main roads for additional car-lanes instead of provid
ing bicycle paths and wider pedestrian walkways? 

A great public transport system must go beyond 
providing excellent infrastructure. A holistic assess
ment should be based on affordable cost and per
sonal mobility as well as travel time and time-based 
availability for everyone, particularly the young, the 
old and the handicapped. The high residential prices 
in major urban centres have often neutralized the 
qualitative improvement in living conditions of the 
middle-income families. lt is clearly the responsibility 
of the authorities to ensure the delivery of affordable 
housing by providing adequate supply of land and 
enforcing the necessary regulatory devices. 

Urban land must be recognized as an essential 
community resource. How land is allocated, for what 
purpose and for whose benefits are vital policy 
issues. When land is rnade available, even the very 
poor can always provide shelters for themselves. 
There is no excuse for either the widespread home
lessness in affluent countries or the disgraceful 
squatter settlements in developing countries. In the 
small island-states of Singapore and Hong Kong, 
land sales and incremental development taxes gener
ate very substantial revenue. However, authorities 
everywhere continue to assign land and develop
ment rights at very favourable terms for favoured 
projects and to the powerful and well-connected 
individuals. 

Architecture and Asian Emerging Economies 

In Asia, only two countries - Japan and lndia - have 
long traditions in the developrnent of Modern Archi
tecture. The architecture of Japan has achieved inter
national status for many decades. Corb's enormous 
influence in lndia has inspired many to produce sig
nificant architecture and to contribute towards the 
international discourse of Modernism and beyond. 
However, the architectural development in other 
Asian countries has in recent decades been greatly 
disadvantaged by their own historical and colonial 
legacies as well as the imposed or even self-generat
ed post-colonial dependency. In many Asian emerg
ing economies, the drive to be modern, Westernized 
and globalized has wide aesthetic and cultural impli
cations. In architecture, it often means the marginal
ization of efforts by local architects to achieve their 
own identities. The authorities and even many in the 
professions as well as local architectural publications 
are often more than willing to endorse the currently 
fashionable stylistic interpretations by foreign corpo
rate architects in response to the perceived ideologi
cal and visual correctness in the production of urban 
images of globality. 

Speed greed and density is probably an accurate 
summing up of the rapid development being carried 
out in the major urban centres of the emerglng 
economies in the East Asian region. The impact of 
these factors has created historically unprecedented 
conditions that are totally different from what has 
been experienced in Western countries. Perhaps, 
Asian cities are still able to maintain their attractive
ness and dynamism because of thelr chaotic order, 
pluralistic richness and unintended complexity.16 

In the meantime, a recent publicatlon entitled 
Contemporary Vernacular illustrates efforts by Asian 
architects to interpret and modernize the vemacular 
in the context of developing regional identities.17 

Furthermore, in the midst of the chaotlc urban ex
plosion and much architectural idiosyncrasles, we 
can identify radical urban innovations in the Asian 
region, such as the extensive second-level pedestrian 
connection system in downtown Hang Kong and 
regulating urban development with the annual land 
sale in Singapore as well as the emergence of many 
Asian architects, whose quality of work has recently 
been described by Kenneth Frampton as "equal to 
the best being produced anywhere. "18 

Many Asian countries are presently experlenclng 
a protracted, step-by-step battle with Modernity. 
The most painful is in lndonesia today. In the pro
cess of transformation, these countries must palnful
ly confront, re-construct and even re-invent thelr 
past - both the distorted colonial legacles and thelr 
recent past. Furthermore, with the different historical 
and cultural traditions, it is inevitable that thelr 
transformation to and perceptlons of Modemity will 
have distinctive Asian characteristlcs.19 Thls must 
have inevitable impact In the development of new 
directions in Asian architecture and urbanism. 

Conclusion 
International competition in Information technology 
should ensure the need to maximize creative oppor
tunities. lndeed, a truly global economy is being i:re
ated by the worldwide spread and rapid develop
ment of technology and not by the free market and 
flow of funds. An open, pluralistic and tolerant envi
ronment and the rebellious spirit as well as the 
whole package of Post-Modem values, including 
even idiosyncrasies, must be tolerated if not encour
aged. These conditions are essential to generate the 
energy for creativity and to provide a suitable envi
ronment for the avant-garde. Open and critical dis
course cannot be confined within academic institu
tions and the four walls of research laboratories. 

However, it must be recognized that architecture 
has often been manipulated by and is an effective 
Instrument of the rich and powerful. In fact. the 
most liberating projects of the avant-garde are often 
done in the service of the privileged. lrrespective of 
styles or forms, the built environment does not 
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inherently oppress or liberate. lt is people who 
oppress people, not forms or places. lndeed, it is 
often difficult for architects to accept the limited 
influence of their work in participating in the debate 
and improvement of the human condition. However, 
spaces and buildings do become available at certain 
moment as tools and media of oppression or of lib
eration. Architecture can therefore still contribute to
wards and facilitate an increasingly tolerant, plura
listic, fuzzy and complex urbanity and a richer and 
better quality of life for all. 

Furthermore, the strength of resistance in archi
tecture is inherent in the essence and philosophy of 
Post-Modernity. Let me quote from a recent article 
entitled Revolution: "lf there is one certainty in the 
Post-Modem perception of architecture ... there are 
many kinds of architecture, even within one de
signer's or office's output, and even within one 
building. " 20 In contemporary society, pluralism and 

Notes: 

continuous experiments in new directions in archi
tecture everywhere are therefore inevitable. Not
withstanding the forces of globalized universality, 
the spirit of avant-garde architecture continues. In 
the meantime, the uncontrollable urban explosion in 
many Asian emerging countries has generated in
credible creative energy and dynamism. Perhaps, it is 
time for East and West to respect each other and 
take each other much more seriously. For over a de
cade, Koolhaas has focused on research into and flir
tation with Asian urbanity. Recently, he is reported 
to have said, "To become Asian is very radical [in 
architecture and urbanism] . But maybe the time is 
right in Europe to take drastic steps. " 21 
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